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12D Template Update (Part 2)
 A Flood of Higher Consciousness Codes

Access to REMEMBRANCE Like Never BEfore
 Vibrational Existences "Unleashed"/Released

A Short Activation Video:
 Multi-Dimensional NEW Earth Plasma Crystalline LightBody DNA Evolution (NOW)

Aloha Divine Light Family,
These SOULar/Star/Stellar Light Codes are to accelerate the AWAKENING and EVOLUTION of
our HUmaNITY....  

  

https://youtu.be/kPLJEhEBVhU
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This flood is through your bodies..... breathe all through you and out.... keep breathing all through
you and out.... open up fully to expand and allow..... ♦
 
Deep inside each one of us.... the brilliance of our Divine Essence and an immense amount of
love that is pure and holds a deep sacred respect and caring for all. The immense process of
awakening, ascending and living a multi-dimensional life is an entirely new
(Remembered) experience that offers everything, as each is ready to fully embrace and open up
to all through LIVING fully as Love. 
 
This PURE LOVE, this is what shifts our entire realities, this is what makes the difference, this is
what transitions all from an old earth existence to a NEW Earth existence. This PURE LOVE is a
REMEMBERED STATE.... and as we remember, everything changes.... for us, for all around us,
for everything in our lives....  
 
Consciousness means living as love ... to yourself, each other, our planet and ALL as
ONE. Higher Consciousness means living from your ascended and expanded states, which
opens up a multi-dimensional existence, one that takes full presence, patience and honoring
a deep cellular and DNA Evolutionary process that goes beyond all of our old limited mindsets
and ways. Consciousness reconnects us all as PURE LOVE.... where unconsciousness functions
from a place/space of separation/duality programming... this is the opposite, so there's much that
occurs to awaken each one of us from a sleeping state. 
 
THIS 12D Template is about RETURNING all to a much higher consciousness state, where
UNITY is our foundation, which occurs as ego matrix separation programming is activated to
become visible so that each can hear/see/feel it and choose to dissolve it/allow all not of love to
fall away or be transformed through ACTS OF LOVE CONSCIOUSNESS....  
 
This 12 Strand DNA Template Accelerates everything. 
 
For the human aspect, deprogramming processes increase at an exponential rate. Where each
has been living from programs, this can be beyond confusing until each becomes aware of this.
Programs run deep and take full presence to identify, as well as the dissolving of all judgment in
order to choose to consciously clear and reprogram all through higher states of consciousness,
instead of the habit/ego one. 
 
Heart openings increase.... which is a beautiful thing, yet if it's old programs coming up, this can
be challenging for a bit. The body has soooooo very much to clear, in order to become fully
conscious too. Immense DNA and Cellular work increases to assist each with regaining abilities
and access to higher consciousness knowledge not previously accessible before.  
 
Gaia's DNA and Template: This is a game changer for all. As Gaia releases immense
programming from the archives of "the old", huge karmic clearings of a Cosmic Akash, our bodies
link up to Gaia through electromagnetics, so as these Cosmic Codes activate to release the old
magnetics that held the old together before, our bodies, atmospheres, realities.... what held all
together changes for all.  
 
In the unconscious realms, what held all together was separation and duality and unconscious
programming. As these frequencies continue to rise, each's body goes through an immense
process of "releasing these magnetics" of the push/pull and control of the old.... 
 
Memory, emotions, thoughts and beliefs ... all a part of this electro-magnetic clearing, rebalancing
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and rewriting process. Liken your memory to a an old recording that you put a strong and
powerful magnet next to it and it got erased. Look at the power of your human ego emotions
when they are heightened and your distortions are surfacing/playing out in your reality to see and
clear/resolve/align. Look at your thoughts transmitting from your whole body and communicating
through an electromagnetic field. Look at your beliefs as a story, something you learned, were
told, acquired and tell yourself. Look at your whole reality as "made up"...  a "belief" held so
strongly that it became real. Now look at that huge magnet erasing your memories.... all that you
held onto before just dissolving (the more human ego, the more an emotional reaction/response
to assist with clearing the big energies, so your body can re-tune itself, without all of that
programming "in the way").
 
As the HEART OF GAIA beats, your heart beats. As the Universe and Cosmos activates in your
body, star particles and crystals activate (turn on) and reconnect you again. Every breath, your
body awakens more. Every breath reconnecting you to a much higher state of consciousness,
which emanates from PURE LOVE CONSCIOUSNESS.  
 
As OUR BODIES, Gaia and our Universe/Cosmos all work together to EVOLVE into a whole new
species here, a Cosmic HUman Hybrid, where our DNA is of all of our existences awakened and
functioning at optimal efficiency to support much higher purposes and reasons for
incarnating/walking in here.... each's "little human ego" becomes the smallest part of who we truly
are... 
 
We are of the stars (Star BEings/Galactics), the Heavens (Christed/God/Angelic/Archangels and
more), the Earth (Elementals), the water (Mer-family) .... with existences on every planet, every
solar system, every star system, and galaxy, as well as LeMUria, Atlantis, Egyptian..... and the
DNA encodements of each of those aspects make up our OVERSOUL and AVATAR
BODIES.....  here. Now.
 
As we awaken, our memories return. We still have to clear the immense distortions of every
existence, which occurs in our own inner reality and physical reality too. This is an immense
process, because our human aspect did not fully understand, because we did not have the ability
to see what all truly was and how all came to BE, without the drama and stories of victimhood
and blaming and giving our power away. 
 
This 12D Template opens up access to CLEAR MEMORY, unlocking the Akash, bringing together
the "puzzle pieces" not previously accessible before.... for many reasons that only matter if you
are caught up on the story still. 
 
What this offers is NEW KNOWLEDGE, NEW FREEDOM and NEW POSSIBILITIES for all to
awaken and evolve at an even "faster" and more powerful acceleration rate. This is not only
exciting, we've all worked hard for this, waited for this, dedicated our self to this and previously
agreed to all of this on a SOUL LEVEL ... 
 
Assist and support your Physical Light Bodies with clearing out any heavy duty programming that
kept you/it anchored in unconscious realities (dimensions) before. As your Photonic LightBody
recodes, recalibrates and turns codes on, it will be important for you to honor this immense
process, as well as the conscious creation/building of all new realities that are highest aligned
OVER what your human ego aspect thinks/wants/believes...... 
 
LIVING AS LIGHT is a very different reality..... in every way. Y/Our Bodies and Physical Realities
go through an immense process to accomplish this.
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Yet you, me, all of us... this is how we affect, reconnect and unite all as LOVE HERE.  LIVING
AS LOVE means you are fully conscious of yourself and all that is in your own reality and you are
aligning all yourself. First surrender, to allow yourself to tune/shift and BE..... become this
beautiful, magical, kind, generous, respectful, creative, inspiring and uplifting ENERGY and
observe your entire reality and yourself..... and shift all from within you fully so that outside can
align easier for you. Then you will see what you need to align/do yourself and where you were
not coming from your highest place before..... yet the moment you have the awareness... you
can. ♥  New realizations, new awareness, new choices, new opportunities all come forth when
you are operating at your highest vibration of expanded consciousness here. Your heart, mind
and energy all must be fully aligned for this to occur and ALL is through your full presence..... and
unified breath.
 
Through this Beyond Important 12/12 Passageway, open your heart and mind fully and allow your
ENERGY BODY to shift. Breathe LOVE through you.... connect from deep within. Open up to
your highest vibrational realities and pay attention when your mindsets/energy shifts.....
 
Bring all into full consciousness (which is LOVE) and be totally wide open and ready for all new
realizations and understandings to come through..... be wide open for anything.... don't limit
yourself anymore. Connect with all as LOVE and SHARE THIS LOVE.... share this beauty,
kindness and magnificence with every exchange, act, breath.... and recognize if your heart
closes, because if it does, your head and drama/fear/separation programming will start to play
again... for you to see and shift yourself...
 
This last week unlocked tons of archives that was not available before. So much information and
clarity and REMEMBRANCE and it's just the beginning .....
 
Observe distortions. This is an important part of this process so that you can choose to free
yourself from your old mindsets and programming and honor your body needing to clear all of
that.
 
Clear your field and honor your LightBody's tuning processes.... Most of all, embrace these next
phases with excitement and KNOWING that as you connect from a much deeper place inside
that you are REMEMBERING as fast as you allow yourself to. 
 
I'll put out more updates as we go. I'm not sure when. If you sign up for updates, watch my
website or Facebook pages, you'll be able to do this yourself and read/receive as I get all put
together and send it out. 
 
I love you and appreciate all that you are doing through your highest states too. It's important and
makes a difference. Keep shining your light and sharing your LOVE to touch the lives of all other
too. Keep contributing through your presence and your own ACTS and reJOYce at what comes
forth as you/we all do. ♥
 
InJOY the short activation video for what goes on with our bodies as they awaken.... and our
physical realities too. ♥
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Magical Blessings and immense Love from Kauai,

 
 

 
 


